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1. Surface situation on the week end of 18/01/2014 and 19/01/2014 

 
 

Synoptic analysis: The UK in engulfed in an elongated area of low pressure running from W of Iceland to 

Cornwall. Occluded (mature) fronts run on the periphery of this zone parallel to the isobars as well across 

them (for the low in Cornwall). 

Meanwhile, some weather systems dive down to Iberia and the Mediterranean region atop the Azores high. 

 

 
 

Synoptic analysis: Rather similar overall set up to above with a quasi-stationary front now running along the 

E coast of the UK. The Mediterranean region is still subject to unsettled conditions. 
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2. Some chart analysis 

a. Storm track chart 

First, let’s have a look at the low pressure systems tracks forecast for the next 5 days. We notice that tracks 

don’t go in the areas marked by crossed red rectangles but stay confined to zones outside them. 

 

 

Figure 1: Low pressure system on Friday 25/01/13 

 

The natural storm track is from W to E across the Atlantic and into the UK. However, this seems to be 

precluded here. 

 

Why would this be? 

 

Once again, we have to look for the answer further up in altitude with the jet stream. 
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b. Jet stream and sea level pressure charts 

Below chart is for Saturday 18/01/2014 at 12:00: 

 

Below chart is for Sunday 19/01/2014 at 12:00: 

 

We can see that the jet stream is meandering S quite deep into N Africa leaving the UK away from its 

influence. 
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c. Mid troposphere geopotential and surface pressure charts 

Now, let’s have a look at a geopotential chart (roughly equivalent to temperature) of the mid troposphere 

(18,000 feet / 5,000 metres up). We can see a deep upper level trough engulfing Western Europe: 

 

 
What the jet stream actually does is help dig this trough by diving S and then back up in a NE’ ly direction 

(thick dashed arrows). It forces cold air from the N to go S and vice versa.  

 

3. Putting it all together: why would the pattern be slow moving? 

Air within a trough is colder than outside it. Because pressure falls more quickly in cold air, the trough is 

therefore a natural place for low pressure systems to develop. 

 

We know that jet streams are responsible for 2 main things when it comes to surface low pressure systems: 

 They help their development (make them deeper/more intense) 

 They steer them 

 

This is done through accelerating upper level air creating a suction effect and a circulation from the surface. 

 

The fact that the jet stream rounds the base of the trough so far away from the surface low pressure in the 

UK means that it cannot be of much influence (if any) on the surface systems there. 

 

Hence, any system will be slow moving, leading to the possibility of high accumulation of precipitation and 

may stay around for a while until the upper level pattern shifts it. 
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